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Tribute to Harry Wysong



Tribute to Harry Wysong 1917 - 2007



I would like to dedicate this page to pay tribute to Harry Wysong. Harry Wysong and Cecil Mulholland were the most senior watchmakers in Austin, the most respected and revered members of the Austin Watchmakers' Guild. Harry was born in 1917 in Indiana, where he lived until he left high-school to study at the Bowman Technical Institute, where he earned a two-year Diploma in Watchmaking. At age 19, in 1936, he was hired by the Hamilton Watch Company, where he was involved in the timing and casing of new watches, and in hairspring vibrating. Harry took three watchmaking certification exams offered by the Horological Institute of America. In one exam he had the highest score in the entire United States that year, which caught the attention of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, resulting in a good job for him. He worked for them until the end of WWII in Cumberland, MD. Railroad inspectors were required to have their watches checked and adjusted for timekeeping every month, and overhauled every year, plenty of work for Harry. After the War, Harry went to work for Rogers Jewelry in Akron, OH, soon becoming their head watchmaker. He left to open his own store in 1948. Harry earned the Certified Horologist qualification in 1948. This qualification was higher than the Certified Master Watchmaker offered today because the former required the making of replacement watch parts by hand (such as the balance staff) as part of the exam. In 1960, Harry became a Certified Bulova Accutron Technician. He decided to specialize in
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Accutrons, and today he receives Accutrons for repair from all over the United States because of the desperate shortage of craftsmen who can repair Accutrons. After owning several stores and living in Ohio, Vermont, and Florida, Harry moved to Austin, Texas, in 1979, opening his store on Anderson Lane, just East of Burnet Road. Health problems forced him to close his store in 1989, when he moved his repair shop to his home and left the sales and retail end of the business. He has been working out of his home since then. At age 89, Harry still repaired Accutrons, quartz watches, antique and modern mechanical watches, and clocks. If it ticked, Harry could repair it!
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Does the photo of Harry remind you of the Norman Rockwell "Watchmaker" painting below?
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May 28, 2013 - Horologist, and Teacher. Roy came to Austin, TX, to teach a horology lathe course in 1994, leaving an indelible impression that would result in ...
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May 28, 2013 - Clocks were a hobby at this point. In 1978, Nino earned a Bachelor's Degree in Industrial Arts from Southwest University in San. Marcos, Texas.
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May 28, 2013 - Figure 15 shows a platform from a Hermle ship's bell clock mechanism (ca. 2007). Virtually all of the new ship's bells clocks, except for Chelsea ...
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May 28, 2013 - This is probably the most impressive example of a modern Herschede ... the proper relationship of these parts (read the strike rack repair essay.
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May 28, 2013 - 'normal load'), and the number of contact points will increase: ... slow-moving parts do not experience such levels of heat, so a different ... You will have noticed that water boils at 100Âº Centigrade: at 99Âº, it is a liquid; at 101
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May 28, 2013 - Considering how much this clock cost, you would expect it to have a Graham escapement. 5/28/2013. Elliott http://abbeyclock.com/elliott.html.
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May 28, 2013 - It is one of the best designs of chiming clocks, making it ... 1. The chime train, shown in Figure 2, should be assembled before the time train ...
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May 28, 2013 - gently together, only some points on the surfaces will make contact. ... closer together when a force is applied at right angles to the surfaces ...
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May 28, 2013 - This clock has a Graham escapement. Fig. 5. Mark Headrick. 5/28/2013. Vienna Regulator Clock http://abbeyclock.com/vienna.html. 3/3.
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May 28, 2013 - The exceptionally durable Revere Telechron electric clock is one of several ... As expensive as the new motors have become, you might be ...
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May 28, 2013 - The Atmos clock is one of the most difficult clocks a repairman will encounter at the bench. This clock should only be serviced by a professional: ...
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May 28, 2013 - A worked example of this is below. A table showing ... Using the formula: (Practical ... A clock comes in for repair with a replacement pendulum.
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May 28, 2013 - FrÃ©dÃ©ric Japy (1749 - 1813) began to manufacture Ã©bauches by hand-operated machine tools in 1776. French Ebauche clocks would change ...
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May 28, 2013 - In order to find the forces exerted onto each pivot in the gear train of a watch, very sensitive ... I will reverse the normal order of this project by presenting the conclusion first, ... higher boiling points and they vaporize less e
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May 28, 2013 - The following information was once on a webpage offering a clock for sale. ... from the internet, but not before I had saved the information.
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Omega 551 (circa 1960) and a Rolex 1570 (circa 1969) wristwatches. 5/28/2013. Gearing: The Module and Gear Cutters http://abbeyclock.com/gearing9.html.
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